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1 Solution Overview
1.1

Summary

Over the years data centers have become larger and more unwieldy to manage. Often, silos of compute,
network, and storage hardware sit under silos of proprietary software. This has led to data center sprawl
in data centers around the world.
This rigid and inflexible type of data center design has been lessened with the rise of server and storage
virtualization reducing this ―sprawl.‖ Now, IT departments are looking at methods for increasing simplicity
and flexibility in their data centers. With that thought in mind, IT departments are turning to cloud
computing to remove silos from their environments while increasing flexibility and simplicity for their users.

1.2

Defining the Software-Defined Data Center

The software-defined data center (SDDC) is the next evolution of cloud computing. It’s also
simultaneously not a new concept. With the SDDC, infrastructure deployment is automated, and
applications are managed seamlessly. Hardware components such as compute, storage, and networking
are pooled together. These pools are treated as software resources and delivered to customers as
needed. These pools of hardware are managed through policies. The service-level policies can cover
provisioning, security, backup, recovery, and application-specific requirements. However, the overall
concept is not new. This has been the ―holy grail‖ conceptually since the beginning of virtualization. With
today’s technology, the software-defined data center is now a reality.

1.3

Automation and Orchestration in the Cloud

Many IT organizations are being asked to explore and/or implement cloud-computing technologies.
Although the primary benefit of cloud computing was originally focused on cost savings, the reality is that
over time the most compelling advantage is a significant reduction in the time required to implement new
applications and solutions. One of the primary reasons for this reduction is that much of the infrastructure
lifecycle is automated, resulting in:


Reduced implementation time



Fewer errors compared to implementing custom solutions for individual applications



Lower maintenance costs because the automation implements standard configurations that are
easier to troubleshoot

To realize the benefits of automation, it is necessary to design, implement, and test the automation itself.
Clearly this would not be cost effective unless the process being automated is expected to be run several
times. Therefore it is necessary to build a flexible infrastructure that is based on standard building blocks.
Another challenge to automation is that it typically requires an in-depth understanding of the underlying
technology components as well as of the application programming interfaces to those components.
Although many enterprise automation and orchestration tools are available in the market, it is often
challenging to integrate and maintain a single enterprise management tool that can directly manage all
aspects of the IT infrastructure. It is therefore desirable to modularize the automation of individual
infrastructure elements (such as servers, storage, and so on) and to have the enterprise tool provide
overall coordination according to well-defined interfaces. This means that for any change in the enterprise
orchestration tool or other aspect of the IT infrastructure, there is no need to recreate those administrative
workflows to minimize the effect on the automation of any specific element.
Figure 1 showcases how the joint VMware and NetApp solutions integrate to automate storage
provisioning, which is a critical component of building a software-defined data center. The solutions
leveraged are VMware vCloud Suite components, vCloud Automation Center (vCAC) and vCenter
®
Orchestrator (vCO), along with NetApp OnCommand Workflow Automation (WFA).
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Figure 1) Automating and orchestrating SDDC with VMware vCAC, VCO, and NetApp WFA.

In this architecture, vCAC is leveraged to provide customized, self-service provisioning, and lifecycle
management along with a secure portal where authorized administrators, developers, or business users
can request new IT services and manage existing resources. With bidirectional integration between vCAC
and vCO, native vCO workflows are coupled with resources managed by vCAC, either as part of the
provisioning process, or as a day-2 operation. In this report, vCAC leverages vCO workflows, specifically
NetApp vCO package, to call out WFA for storage provisioning and management. The storage
automation can extend from provisioning simple data stores all the way to managing entire database
environments and associated storage. The open automation functionality of OnCommand Workflow
Automation allows any storage action to be incorporated into vCenter Orchestrator or vCloud Automation
Center.
The sections that follow, provide technical walkthrough of individual components, their setup details, and
workflow configurations to provide automated provisioning solutions in a virtualized data center.

1.4

Terminology
®

This document references the following VMware infrastructure and operations components:


VMware vSphere resources include vCenter servers, VMware ESX hosts, resource pools,
datastores, vNetwork distributed switches (vDSs), and port groups that are used to provision cloud
®
resources in VMware vCloud Director.



vCenter Orchestrator (vCO) provides out-of-the-box workflows that can help administrators
automate existing manual tasks. Administrators can use sample workflows from the vCO workflow
library to provide a blueprint for creating additional workflows. NetApp fully integrates with vCO by
using NetApp OnCommand Workflow Automation to provide storage services for cloud environments.
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VMware vCloud Automation Center (vCAC) provides rapid deployment and provisioning of cloud
services across private and public clouds, physical infrastructures, hypervisors, and public cloud
providers. vCAC allows authorized users access to standardized IT services through a secure selfservice portal, acting as a service governor and helping enforce business and IT policies throughout
the service lifecycle.



NetApp OnCommand WFA is a powerful framework for automating storage management tasks that
enables agility, flexibility, efficiency, and repeatability of best practices in a NetApp shared storage
infrastructure.

1.5

Roles and Functionality



Customer. The ultimate consumer of services that the self-service portal offers can be internal or
external.



Cloud automation architect. Designs the services offered in the self-service portal for the cloud with
which customers interact. The architect creates and defines the WFA, vCO, and vCAC service flows,
combining storage resources offered by OnCommand WFA and compute systems, applications, and
networking resources found in VMware vCloud Director. The cloud solutions architect develops WFA,
vCO, and vCAC workflows to create integration between different components.



Cloud administrator. Manages day-to-day services. The cloud administrator has access to the
defined workflows for vCO, vCAC, and WFA and uses them as needed to meet specific functions
within the cloud environment according to defined policies. The cloud administrator acts as the
gatekeeper for all compute and network resources in the architecture.



Storage administrator. Manages the storage infrastructure and can directly access the WFA
workflows to perform storage administration tasks according to defined policies. These workflows will
be accessible to vCO and vCAC as storage resource operations. The storage administrator acts as
the gatekeeper for all storage components in the architecture.

2 NetApp OnCommand Workflow Automation
OnCommand WFA is a software solution that offers ―one-click‖ automation for key storage processes.
You can automate storage management tasks such as storage provisioning, migration, decommissioning,
and cloning. You can use WFA to build workflows that do exactly what your processes require. It provides
a robust workflow design interface and a rich set of predefined content to simplify the workflow
development process. There is also a significant amount of content available for download from the
NetApp OnCommand WFA Community site, which can be customized to meet your requirements.
WFA comes with predefined, supported base building blocks, including the ability to customize and
extend the system to suit specific needs. It also features a web service API to allow WFA workflows to be
triggered from virtually any enterprise orchestration application.
Workflows are made available through a web services interface for use by vCO and vCAC by using
representational state transfer (REST) protocol requests. The workflow package described in this
document provides integration between WFA, vCO, and vCAC, allowing for WFA workflows to be called
by vCO or vCAC.
WFA relies on OnCommand Unified Manager (OCUM) to maintain status information about the storage
infrastructure—available storage controllers, the presence and state of aggregates, volumes, and so on—
and the allocation of storage into resource pools. WFA collects this data from OCUM and stores it in a
local cache on a regular basis. WFA can also collect and make use of data from vCenter and VMware
vCloud Director.
At its core, OnCommand WFA is a software solution that helps automation of storage management tasks
such as provisioning, migration, decommissioning, and cloning storage. You can use WFA to build
workflows to complete tasks specified by your processes.
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A workflow is a repetitive and procedural task that consists of sequential steps, including the following
types of tasks:


Provisioning, migrating, or decommissioning storage for databases or file systems



Setting up a new virtualization environment, including storage switches and datastores



Setting up storage for an application as part of an end-to-end orchestration process

Storage architects can define workflows to follow best practices and meet organizational requirements,
such as the following:

Using Required Naming Conventions


Setting unique options for storage objects



Selecting resources



Integrating internal configuration management database (CMDB) and ticketing applications

OnCommand Workflow Automation Features
WFA includes the following features:


Designer portal to build workflows. The designer portal includes several building blocks such as
commands, templates, finders, filters, and functions that are used to create workflows. The designer
enables workflows to include advanced capabilities such as automated resource selection, row
repetition (looping), and approval points.



Execution portal to execute workflows, verify status of workflow execution, and access logs.



Administration portal for tasks such as setting up WFA, connecting to data sources, and configuring
user credentials.



Web services interfaces to invoke workflows from external portals and data center orchestration
software.

2.1

OnCommand Unified Manager

NetApp OnCommand Unified Manager is the primary monitoring and reporting tool for NetApp storage
systems. It provides both a human interface and an application-programming interface (API) for
integration with other management software. The API uses well-defined XML objects for communication,
which provides transparency and interoperability.
Data collected by OCUM is queried by WFA to provide a subset of relevant information for use with
automation workflows. Multiple OCUM systems can feed into a single WFA installation. The storage
administrator can directly access OCUM to create storage management reports and perform monitoring
activities.

2.2

OnCommand Workflow Automation and OnCommand Unified Manager
Installation

Installing OnCommand Workflow Automation
To install WFA, refer to the OnCommand Workflow Automation 2.0.1 Installation and Setup Guide.

Installing OnCommand Unified Manager (UM)
To install OnCommand Unified Manager, refer to the OnCommand Unified Manager Installation and
Setup Guide.
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2.3

Configuring OnCommand Workflow Automation

Import Workflows into OnCommand Workflow Automation
1. Unzip the files locally.
2. Open the WFA web portal.
Figure 2) WFA web portal.

3. Select Administration > Import.
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Figure 3) Import workflows.

4. Choose one of the DAR files and open it.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until all files are restored.

Setting Up VMware vSphere Data Source
1. Access WFA using a web browser.
2. Click Execution > Data Sources.
Figure 4) Set up data source.

3. Click New Data Source button.
4. In the New Data Source dialog box, select the required data source type and enter the user name or
the IP address in the Host Name field.
5. Enter the vCenter credentials in the User name and Password fields.
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Figure 5) Set up vCenter data source.

6. Set the interval to 10 minutes.
7. Click Save.
8. In the Data Sources table, select the data source and click Actions > Acquire Now.
9. Verify the data acquisition status in the History table.

Setting Up VMware vCloud Data Source
1. Go to Execution > Data Source.
2. Right-click in the top-right pane and choose New.
3. Select the data source type of vCloud.
4. Enter the host name or IP address. The port should be 8080.
5. Set the user name to be something@system.
6. Set the timeout to about 90 seconds.
7. Set the interval to 10 minutes.
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Figure 6) Set up VMware vCloud data source.

8. Click Save.
9. Right-click the new data source and click Acquire Now.

Setting Up OnCommand Unified Manager Data Source
1. Go to Execution > Data Source.
2. Right-click in the top-right pane and choose New.
3. Select the data source type of OnCommand Unified Manager (DFM)-6.0.
4. Enter the host name or IP of the OCUM appliance.
5. Type the user name and password.
6. Set the port to 3306.
7. Set the interval to 30 minutes.
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Figure 7) Set up OCUM data source.

8. Click Save.
9. Right-click the new data source and click Acquire Now.

Setting Up Credentials for vCenter
1. Go to Execution > Credentials.
Figure 8) Set up credentials in WFA.

2. Right-click in the right pane and choose New.
3. In the Credentials dialog box, set the following:
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Match: Exact.



Type: VMware vCenter.



Name/IP: vCenter Server FQDN or IP address.



User name: User name for the vCenter.



Password: Type the password for the vCenter Server instance.

™

Figure 9) Set up vCenter credentials.

4. Click Save.

Setting Up Credentials for VMware vCloud
1. Go to Execution > Credentials.
2. Right-click in the right pane and choose New.
3. Set the following values:
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Match: Exact.



Type: Other.



Name/IP address: vCloud server IP address.



User name: System-level user but only the host name without the ―@system.‖



Password: Type the password for the VMware vCloud server.
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Figure 10) Set up VMware vCloud Director 5.1 credentials.

4. Click Save.

Test Using the Power Management Workflow
1. Go to Portal > VMware vCloud Director.
2. Click the blue box for Power Management – vApp Workflow.
3. Select the OrgVdc that contains the vApp.
4. Select the vApp to manage.
5. Select the Power Option.
6. Click Preview and verify all is green.
7. Close the Preview window.
8. Click Execute to run the process.

3 VMware vCenter Orchestrator Overview
3.1

What is VMware vCenter Orchestrator?

VMware vCenter Orchestrator (vCO) is an automation platform that provides a library of extensible
workflows to allow the creation and running of automated, configurable processes to manage the VMware
vSphere infrastructure as well as other VMware and third-party technologies such as NetApp
OnCommand WFA. Orchestrator exposes the operation in the vCenter Server API, allowing integration
with all operations into automated processes. Orchestrator also allows integration with other management
and administration solutions (such as WFA) through its open plug-in architecture.

3.2

vCO in the Solution

In this solution, vCO acts as the central engine for orchestration and automation. Workflows for vCenter
and VMware vCloud live here and are executed at this level. vCO also calls the workflows in WFA to
deploy NetApp storage on an as-needed basis. Depending on the use case, vCO can also act as the user
and administration portal. (For more information, see the following section.)
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3.3

vCO Installation and Initial Configuration

For information on installing and configuring VMware vCO appliance, see Installing and Configuring
VMware vCenter Orchestrator.
Install and Set Up vCenter Server (5.1.1) Plug-In
To use the new OnCommand WFA package, the vCO server must be configured to support the WFA
environment. Follow the steps to install the HTTP Rest plug-in, configure the SSL connect to WFA, and
import the package.
1. Open the vCenter Orchestrator Configuration web page.
2. Select Network and then SSL Trust Manager.
Figure 11) vCO: set up network.

3. Enter the IP address or host name of the vCenter Server instance.
Figure 12) Import vCenter certificate.

4. Import the SSL certificate.
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Figure 13) vCO: import SSL certificate.

Figure 14) vCO: SSL certificate inserted.

5. Select Plug-ins.
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Figure 15) vCO: plug-ins.

6. Select the vCenter Server 5.1.1 checkbox and click Apply changes.
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Figure 16) vCenter Orchestrator Plug-ins.

7. Go to Startup Options and click Restart service to restart the vCO server service.
Figure 17) vCO: restart service.

3.4

Installation and Setup of VMware vCloud Server Plug-In

To use the new OnCommand WFA package, the vCO server must be configured to support the WFA
environment. Follow the steps to install the HTTP Rest plug-in, configure the SSL connect to WFA, and
import the package.
1. Download the VMware vCenter Orchestrator Plug-in for VMware vCloud Director 5.1.0.
19
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2. Open the vCenter Orchestrator Configuration web page.
3. Select Network and then SSL Trust Manager.
4. Enter the VMware vCloud Director server IP or host name.
5. Import the SSL certificate.
6. Select Plug-ins.
Figure 18) vCO plug-in.

7. Click the magnifying glass and choose the VMware vCloud plug-in.
8. Click Upload and Install.
9. Accept the VMware license agreement to continue with the plug-in installation.
10. Restart the vCO server service.
11. Configure the VMware vCloud Director plug-in by clicking VMware vCloud Director (5.1).
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Figure 19) vCO: VMware vCloud Director plug-in.

12. In the New VMware vCloud Director dialog box, set the following.
a. Enter the host name or IP address of the VMware vCloud Director server.
b. Set the port to 443.
c.

Keep maximum connections and connection timeout (ms) at default (these could need changing
depending on the environment).

d. In the Organization fields, enter ―system.‖ This allows the vCO environment to work with all the
organizations inside of the VMware vCloud Director environment. If you want to limit vCO to a
single organization, enter only that organization’s name.
e. Choose your authentication strategy.
f.

Choose your method to manage user login credentials.

g. If Shared session is chosen, enter username@system.
h. Enter the password for VMware vCloud or organization.
i.

21
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Figure 20) vCO: VMware vCloud Director plug-in setup.

3.5

Installation and Setting Up of vCO HTTP-REST Plug-In

1. Download the vCO HTTP-REST Plug-in from VMware Solution Exchange.
2. Open the vCenter Orchestrator Configuration webpage.
3. Select Network and then SSL Trust Manager.
4.

22
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Figure 21) Import WFA certificate.

5. Import the SSL certificate.
6. Select Plug-ins.
7. Click the magnifying glass and choose the REST plug-in.
Figure 22) vCO: set up REST plug-in.

8. Click Upload and Install.
9. Accept the licensing agreement for the plug-in.
10. Restart the vCO server service.

3.6

Installation and Configuration of NetApp WFA vCenter Orchestrator Package

In order to use the new OnCommand WFA package, the vCO server must be configured to support the
WFA environment.
1. Download the NetApp WFA vCO package.
2. Open the vCO client.
3. Import the package.
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Figure 23) Importing WFA package for vCO.

4. Set the values in the NetApp WFA User Configuration entry.
Figure 24) NetApp WFA user configuration.
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Figure 25) OnCommand WFA package.

Installation and Configuration of vCenter Orchestrator Package Video
NetApp has created a training video titled Using the OnCommand Workflow Automation Package for
vCenter Orchestrator. This video shows how to set up and configure the preceding NetApp WFA vCO
package.

4 VMware vCloud Automation Center Overview
4.1

What is VMware vCloud Automation Center?

VMware vCloud Automation Center (vCAC) is a centralized orchestration and automation portal that
allows for rapid provisioning and management of both public and private cloud services across a multihypervisor environment. vCAC allows for full lifecycle management of both cloud services and the
underlying hardware that makes up those cloud services. This management is run through a centralized
policy and compliance engine that can be tailored to fit with established business policies and practices.
vCAC allows developers, administrators, or end users to request the services using predefined menus
and automatically be given those services on demand.
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4.2

vCAC in the Solution

In this solution, vCAC can act as the central portal for both users and administrators to request services in
the cloud. vCAC will call vCO and use workflows contained there to perform the orchestration and
automation tasks inside the cloud environment. vCAC will also serve as the lifecycle management tool for
the components in the solution.
For the purposes of this document, we will show how to take a vCenter Orchestrator workflow and create
a vCloud Automation Center catalog item. The workflow selected, leverages the NetApp Workflow
®
Automation plug-in and clones an entire Oracle Database environment. The WFA automation will clone
a new virtual appliance from a vCloud catalog item. After completing the new cloned vApp, WFA will
determine the underlying NFS storage used by the database. After the storage is located, WFA will create
new NetApp Snapshot copies of the database and clone the storage to the newly created virtual
appliance. All of this is done with the storage provisioning and management of NetApp WFA and powered
by vCloud Automation Center and vCenter Orchestrator.

4.3

vCAC Installation and Initial Configuration

For information on installing VMware vCAC, refer to VMware vCloud Automation Center Installation
Guide.
To enable the features detailed in this document, vCAC must be able to communicate with vCenter
Server, VMware vCloud server, NetApp storage, and the vCO appliance. After enabling communication
with vCenter, VMware vCloud, and NetApp storage, the communication with vCO will need to be set up.
This communication between vCAC and vCO will allow the full orchestration and automation to be
achieved. vCAC calls vCO to set up VMware vCloud and vCenter objects. vCO calls WFA in order to
perform on-demand storage as a service creation for the VMware vCloud and vCenter objects created.
To enable the communication from vCAC to vCO, do the following:
1. Log in as a vCAC administrator, navigate to vCAC Administration > Endpoints.
Figure 26) vCAC: set up endpoints.
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2. Create a new endpoint and choose vCO.
Figure 27) vCAC: set up vCO endpoint.

3. Enter your connection information. vCAC will communicate with vCO on port 8281 by default. Also,
make sure that the vCO credentials have been entered.
Figure 28) vCAC: vCO endpoint configuration.

4. Stubs are out-of-the-box places along the machine lifecycle where we can make calls out to other
systems or alter the lifecycle’s behavior. You will need to have access to the vCAC designer tool for
these next steps.
5. Open the vCAC designer tool and click the Load button.

6. Click Start > VMware > vCAC > vCAC Designer.
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Figure 29) vCAC: vCAC Designer.

7. Select the stub with the name ―WFStubMachineProvisioned‖ and click OK.
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Figure 30) vCAC: WFStubMachineProvisioned.

8. Double-click the Machine Provisioned area.
Figure 31) vCAC: Machine Provisioned area.

9. Scroll down through the workflow and double-click the Custom Code area.
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Figure 32) vCAC: Custom Code area.

10. Now we need obtain the values from the vCAC machine and put them into variables. Usually the
machine name is needed in vCO workflows. To obtain the machine name, drag the GetMachineName
activity from the left sidebar into the workspace.
Figure 33) vCAC: GetMachineName activity.

11. Next, we enter in a name of a variable into which we want to put the machine’s name. At this point,
this variable name could be anything (vmName is usually a good descriptive variable name).
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Figure 34) vCAC: GetMachineName input machine name variable.

12. You will note a red exclamation mark denoting that there is an error. This is happening because that
variable name has not yet been declared. To access the variable area, click the Variables tab at the
bottom of the workspace.
Figure 35) vCAC: set up variable.

13. Click Create Variable.
14. Enter the name of the variable you entered in step 11.
Figure 36) vCAC: enter variable name.

15. Your exclamation mark should now go away on the activity. Navigate back to your custom code area
by using the breadcrumbs at the top of the workspace.
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Figure 37) vCAC: Custom Code area revisited.

16. Now we need to get any other properties from the machine that will be required for the vCO workflow
to run. Drag the GetMachineProperty activity into the workspace.
Figure 38) vCAC: GetMachineProperty activity.

17. Double-click the GetMachineProperty and again, for the Machine Id enter VirtualMachineId.
18. Fill out the remaining information such as the property name and into what variable you would like the
information to be placed.
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Figure 39) vCAC: GetMachineProperty name and variable.

19. For the Variables section for Properties, click Variable type and choose ―Browse for Types….‖
Figure 40) vCAC: variable type "Browse for Types."

20. In ―Browse and Select a .Net Type,‖ choose Dictionary<TKey, TValue>.
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Figure 41) vCAC: <TKey, TValue>.

21. At the top of the ―Browse and Select a .Net Type‖ screen, make sure that ―String‖ and ―String‖ are
selected from the two drop-down menus, and then click OK.
Figure 42) vCAC: select string.

22. You will then be returned to the Designer screen.
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Figure 43) vCAC: returned to the Designer screen.

23. Select the InvokeVcoWorkflow action from the left-side toolbar and drag it into the workflow.
Figure 44) vCAC: select InvokeVcoWorkflow action.

24. Click the button to choose a workflow from vCO. You will get a pop-up of all the vCO workflows.
25. In this example, we choose Clone and Configure Oracle Environment–vCloud Clustered ONTAP.
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Figure 45) vCAC: select clone and configure Oracle environment: VMware vCloud, clustered ONTAP.

26. We can now fill out the values for our vCO workflow input from the variables we made and set.
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Figure 46) vCAC: fill in values for vCO workflow.

On the right pane, there is a properties tab when you click the vCO activity. The field does not show up in
the workspace—only in the properties pane—but you have to fill out the VirtualMachineId field with the
value of VirtualMachineId.
27. Now that there are no errors, click the Send button at the top of the designer to push it into the
database.

28. When prompted, you can enter versioning information.
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Figure 47) vCAC: enter versioning information.

29. After clicking OK, you should get a confirmation.
Figure 48) vCAC: confirmation of workflow update.

30. Click Enterprise Administrator and choose Build Profiles.
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Figure 49) vCAC: build profiles.

31. Enter ―CloneConfig Oracle‖ in the Profile name and click OK.
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Figure 50) vCAC: name profile.

32. Next the stub will need to be called from blueprint.
33. Log in to vCAC as an enterprise administrator and navigate to Enterprise Administrator > Global
Blueprints.
34. Find the blueprint that you would like to have call the stub and edit it.
35. Go to the Properties tab and add a new property where the name of the property is the callout that
corresponds to the stub you are calling. For example, if you are looking to call the
MachineProvisioned stub, the property is ExternalWFStubs.MachineProvisioned.
Figure 51) vCAC: add new property.
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5 OnCommand Workflow Automation Package for vCenter
Orchestrator 5.1
This vCO package has been released as a free, community-supported package of workflows. This
package was built to support OnCommand WFA 2.0. The workflows and actions have been tested
against VMware vCO 5.1 and OnCommand WFA 2.0.
Note:

5.1

This solution set is not officially supported by NetApp technical support. For help or issues, use
the NetApp OnCommand Workflow Automation Community site.

Prerequisites for This Solution

The installation of this solution set requires that certain products and applications have previously been
installed. Make sure that the following solutions have been deployed and configured:


OnCommand WFA 2.0



OnCommand WFA Unified Manager data source



OnCommand WFA vCenter Server data source



VMware vCO 5.1 server



VMware vSphere vCenter Server 5.1

5.2

Workflow Automation Components

vCenter Orchestrator Workflows


Base elements: connect to NetApp WFA



Base elements: disconnect NetApp WFA



Base elements: find WFA workflow ID



Base elements: generate WFA e-mail message



Base elements: get WFA job execution details



Base elements: return WFA workflow job output



Base elements: run WFA workflow



Base elements: verify WFA workflow inputs



Base elements: wait for WFA job to complete



Tasks: get WFA workflow inputs



Tasks: NetApp WFA workflow execution



Tasks: resume NetApp WFA job

vCenter Orchestrator Actions


convertNetAppWFA_WorkflowName



determineNetAppWFA_JobID



determineNetAppWFA_JobLink



formatNetAppWFA_errorMessage



formatNetAppWFA_JobOutput



generateNetAppWFA_Inputs



generateNetAppWFA_UserInputXML



parseNetAppWFA_JobOutputXML
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Configuration


NetApp WFA user configuration



Default WFA job e-mail

6 Use Case 1: vCO and WFA
For smaller environments or environments that need only vCO or environments that use another
automation engine other than vCAC, this scenario might be relevant. The automation of vCenter and
aspects of VMware vCloud can be combined with the storage workflow automation provided by WFA to
create an end-to-end deployment process. Using vCO, a user portal can be created from which the vCO
workflows for SDDC automation can be run. These workflows take advantage of the NetApp WFA vCO
package and deploy VMware vCloud Director Organization vDCs along with the storage needed for the
vDC.

6.1

Requirements



OnCommand WFA 2.1



VMware vCloud Director 5.1 server



vCO 5.1 appliance



Microsoft Active Directory server



OnCommand Unified Manager 6.0 appliance



vCenter 5.1 server



ESX 5.1 (at least two)



NetApp WFA vCO package

6.2

®

®

Additional Implementation Needed

The NetApp WFA vCO package will need to be set up in vCO (steps shown earlier). Also, additional WFA
workflows will be needed in order to automate the creation of storage for an SDDC environment.
Download the required workflows and follow the steps for downloading and importing workflows shown in
section 2.3, ―Configuring .‖
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Use Case Overview Diagram
Figure 52) Overview diagram of NetApp and VMware orchestration with vCO and WFA solution.

6.3

Use Case in Action

To view this use case in action, go to Create new Multi-Tenant vCloud Director Environment Using WFA
and vCenter Orchestrator.

7 Use Case 2: vCAC, vCO, and WFA
For multihypervisor environments, environments needing hardware orchestration, or enterprise-level
environments, a combination of vCO, vCAC, and WFA can be used to automate and orchestrate an
SDDC. With this, the automation of vCenter, VMware vCloud, and software networking through vCAC and
vCO combines with the storage workflow automation provided by WFA to create an end-to-end
deployment process through all levels of a data center. Using vCAC, a user portal can be created from
which the vCO workflows for SDDC automation can be run. These workflows in turn take advantage of
the NetApp WFA vCO package and deploy VMware vCloud Director organization vDCs, networking for
the vDC, vApps, and virtual machines for the vApp along with the storage needed for the vDC. This use
case facilitates a more complete automation and orchestration implementation than the previous use
case, but is also more complicated and requires more configurations and a broader scope of
implementation.

7.1

Requirements



OnCommand Workflow Automation 2.1



VMware vCloud Director 5.1 server



vCAC 5.2 server



vCO 5.1 appliance



Microsoft Active Directory server
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OnCommand Unified Manager 6.0 appliance



vCenter 5.1 server



ESX 5.1 (at least two)



NetApp WFA vCO package

7.2

Additional Implementation Needed

The NetApp WFA vCO package will need to be set up in vCO. Also, additional WFA workflows will be
needed to automate the creation of storage for an SDDC environment. Follow the steps for downloading
and importing workflows described earlier.
Also, vCAC will need to be configured to see both vCenter and the VMware vCloud environment. vCAC
will need to be set up to use vCO, its workflows, and in turn the workflows used by WFA.

7.3

Use Case Overview Diagram

Figure 53) Overview diagram of NetApp and VMware orchestration with vCO, vCAC, and WFA solution.

8 Conclusion
Orchestration and automation for the cloud or SDDC are vital to the evolution of today’s data centers. By
using the integrated NetApp cloud on demand (NCOD) solution, vCO and vCAC in combination with WFA
offer a true ―as a service‖ offering by deploying all of the components needed for a cloud environment
from a centralized user and administrator portal.
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Appendix
NetApp OnCommand Workflow Automation Community Site
The NetApp WFA Community site has a substantial amount of information related to WFA and how to get
started orchestrating and automating your storage in the cloud.

OnCommand Workflow Automation Training
NetAppU also has the WFA 2.0 Getting Started Series, which will assist anyone wanting to learn how to
use WFA for automation and orchestration in the cloud. You will need your NetApp credentials to access
this training.
The following training videos are also available in the communities at this time:


Workflow Automation Technical Introduction



Building Your First workflow



Applying Role Based Access Control to Your Workflows



Building Your First Script Based Custom Datasource Using a File

OnCommand Workflow Automation Demos
There are also multiple video demos detailing the capabilities of OnCommand Workflow Automation in a
cloud environment:


Create new Multi-Tenant vCloud Director Environment Using WFA and vCenter Orchestrator



Create Multi-Tenant Clustered Data ONTAP Datastores



Add new Virtual Machine to an Existing vApp



Move a VMware vApp to a New Storage Profile



Effortless vApp Cloning with WFA



Create a Secure Multi-Tenant Cloud Environment in MINUTES!



Deploy your Desktop as a Service for the Public Cloud
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